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Dear Local Education / Arts & Culture / Feature Editors,                 PRESS RELEASE 

4 pages only                                                               Immediate Release 

 
RESIDUE 

11May -28 June 2020 @ Jockey Club Atrium, G/F -4/F Hong Kong Arts Centre 
 

(6 May, 2020 | Hong Kong)  Organized by Hong Kong Art School (a division of Hong Kong Arts 

Centre), this exhibition showcases the artworks created by four painting graduates of the School’s 

Bachelor of Arts (Fine Art) programme, as well as a piece of poem by a local writer, bring a unique 

visual experience to the public.  

Residue does not refer to the left over in daily life. It is a psychological impact like ripples on a pond, 

formed by the unusual incidents which happen in history, entwinning and unabatedly echoing in 

one’s mind.  

Residue is the detached part isolated from its main body. It is equivalent to either the fragments of  

brutal memories which are hard to look back on; or content which is buried or left aside intentionally 

or unintentionally. 

Those dismemberments reveal themselves repeatedly in the form of scattered dots, broken lines and 

flaky layers; sometimes solid sometimes airy.  

All artworks included in this exhibition are done with the most basic drawing mediums, graphite and 

charcoals on paper. Louise LEE has been collecting the mass media images since last year.  With 

her proficient charcoal drawing skill, she has repetitively re-constructed and effaced the original until 

a paradoxical image has emerged. The urban wanderer Argus FONG leads viewers to his selected 

nameless places. They are murky and desolate realms which through his depiction allows the viewer 

to dwell and contemplate within.  June WONG shows her sketches and drafts which supposedly 
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serve the process of producing an animation. They are those provisional and primitive segments, 

sincere and enchanting. 

TANG Kwong San pays tribute to his lost mother by painstakingly drawing her belongings with a 

mechanical pencil. His drawing captures the weight and the physical interrelationship of these very 

personal objects.   

At the same time, Louise Law was invited to make a poem which will be an added visual element in 

this exhibition. The poem, titled “air is cooled”, was  assembled from what she has described as 

“residue of emotions”.  These “residue of emotions” are those transitional states of an idea, which lie 

between an embrace and abandonment. They often present ambiguously. One can only be aware 

of it in absolute stillness.   

Residue  

Date :  11 May -28 June 2020 

Venue :  Jockey Club Atrium, G/F -4/F, Hong Kong Arts Centre(2 Harbour Road, Wanchai, Hong 

Kong)  

 

Curated by : Ivy MA (Lecturer / Program Coordinator, Hong Kong Art School) 

 

Participating artists: Argus FONG ∣ Louise LEE  |  June WONG ∣ TANG Kwong San  

Participating writer: Louise LAW 

 

 

Link of poster and artwork photos for download: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ezx2zoVS7fqSQkQ7BnehRcY7ad8chdRA 

 

 

Artist Bio and Work Reference 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Argus FONG’s work is like a collection of 

piecemeal fragments in his everyday life - a 

collection of seemingly unrelated bits and parts 

as in a photomontage. The work reflects his 

interpretations on identities and human natures.  

 

Inspired by the traces on the objects, most of his 

works are oil paintings on wasted materials, and 

are characterised by his expressive linear 

brushstrokes. 
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Louise LEE , graduated from RMIT, Melbourne. Lee 

obtained her Master of Fine Art in 2003,  

specialized in Drawing. Lee has participated in 

many solo and joint exhibitions in different 

countries including the “interlude” in Melbourne 

and “On Drawing” in Hong Kong in 2018. Lee was 

awarded the Siemen Post Graduate Scholarship 

in 2003, the top 30 finalists in the Sovereign Art 

Prize in 2004 and the top 20 finalists in the Hong 

Kong art prize in 2013. She is currently an Art 

teacher in Hong Kong Japanese School and a 

part-time lecturer in Hong Kong Art School. 

  

Lee’s humanist impulse has been the major 

current in sustaining her art practice. She scans, 

examines and displays the harmony and conflict 

of human being under different circumstances. 

Her works recorded the shift of her identity, from 

one to another in the past 15 years. From a point 

of view as a citizen, a daughter of a traditional 

family and a mother of two children, her works 

are all about her interest in displaying human 

stories and the urge to express the resiliency of a 

multi-role female of nowadays world. 

 

 

 

 

TANG Kwong San received his BAFA from RMIT 

University, Australia, in 2019. His practice combines 

photographs, drawings, objects and video that 

trace intergenerational family memories and 

social history. Through reorganising and 

reinterpreting old belongings, family photo 

albums and documents in a range of media, Tang 

explores the subtle, intricate and complex 

connections between longing, loss and 

belonging.  
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June, WONG Siu Ling was born in Hong Kong. She 

explores the theme of daily life through stop 

motion works and drawings. She graduated in 

2018 with a Bachelor of Fine Art from Hong Kong 

Art School & RMIT University. Also, she obtained 

her Bachelor of Nursing in 2010.  

 

 

Louise LAW was once the editor of Fleurs des lettres, and currently the director of its publisher, Spicy 

Fish. As an editor, poet and manager of literary projects, she was awarded the Prize of Merit of the 

3rd Lee Shing Wah Young Modern Poet Award and attended Singapore Writers Festival 2018. Her 

poetry collection, As if, is shortlisted in the 13th Hong Kong Book Prize under the category New 

Author. 

<End> 

 
About Hong Kong Art School 
Hong Kong Art School (HKAS), founded in 2000, is a division of the Hong Kong Arts Centre (HKAC).  HKAS is an 

accredited institute staffed by a group of dedicated artists and art educators, who are active and distinguished 

practitioners in the field. The School’s award-bearing curriculum focuses mainly in the area of Fine Art (Ceramics, 

Painting, Photography and Sculpture).  Its scope covers programmes with academic levels ranging from Higher 

Diploma to Bachelor Degree and Master Degree.  The short programmes and the outreach projects of the 

School that run parallel to the award-bearing curriculum span a wide variety of artistic disciplines, and genuinely 

bridge art and the community.. www.hkas.edu.hk 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Media Enquiry  

 
About Exhibition:  

Ms. Ivy MA / 60123001 / ima@hkac.org.hk 

 

About Hong Kong Art School  

Ms. Angela CHU | T: 2824 5369 | E: achu@hkac.org.hk 

Ms. LAW Chung Foon | T: 2824 5370 | E: cflaw@hkac.org.hk 
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